
A TALE OF TWO COVID
SCANDALS: PHIL HOGAN
AND DONALD TRUMP
In Ireland, hypocrisy over public health
guidelines just forced Phil Hogan to resign. In
the United States, however, Trump’s multiple
contributions to the devastation of COVID have
brought little of the same kind of shame.

TRUMP’S DESTRUCTION
OF GOVERNMENT IS
PERSONAL
Feel free to use this open thread to share your
observations about RNCC 2020: WTAF Round 2.

PLACE YOUR BETS:
WHAT’S TRUMP’S
OCTOBER SURPRISE?
[UPDATE-2]
The October surprise — it’s become something of
a American tradition in electoral politics. What
will Trump foist on the American public in a
last-ditch effort to win re-election? This is an
open thread.
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HURRICANE COVID-19:
GOP’S FISCAL
RESTRAINT PISSES INTO
THE WINDS
Trump, Meadows, Mnuchin…they just don’t get it.
They are unable to lead in the face of this
massive ongoing catastrophe which has wiped more
than 162,000 American lives off the map, even
though they had experts and forecasts.

TRUMP’S LATEST
EXECUTIVE ORDERS:
HEAD FAKES AND HEAD
GAMES
The White House isn’t interested in addressing
the pandemic’s economic problems any more than
they are interested in addressing the pandemic
itself. It’s snowing the media with head games
and propping up Trump using head fakes while
letting the country burn.

GOP SENATE WALKED
OUT OF DC FOR A
REASON: VOTER
FORECLOSURE, 2020
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EDITION [UPDATE-1]
The media needs to stop bothsides journalism and
get the GOP on the record: why has the GOP not
already funded financial aid and stimulus along
with a moratorium extension on evictions? Is the
GOP going foreclose on voters to save Trump’s
ass this November?

THREE THINGS: DEATH,
DEATH, AND MORE
DEATH
During the course of the COVID-19 pandemic,
every step along the way Trump failed to do what
was necessary to save American lives.

KILLER CLOWN ATTACKS
AMERICAN’S
FREEDOMS…AND DR.
FAUCI
‘Gym’ Jordan went off as he does regularly, this
time on Dr. Fauci in Friday’s hearing before the
House Select Committee on COVID Oversight. We
need a better circus act — one which doesn’t
further genocide and ethnic cleansing.
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JUNE BUG GOES TO
IRELAND
June Bug and I moved to Ireland today.

JIM JORDAN, KILLER
CLOWN
Jim Jordan, killer clown — an existential threat
to members of Congress who have to put up with
him while they represent the rest of us.
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